Illustration #6-8, Case Study, The Flying Bank Robber

KEYWORD INTERPRETATION
Natal interpretation at a glance

Sun/Venus
Sun: Basic Self Expression
Venus: Harmony - Love - Art

You see a ‘charm’ of self-expression. There will be harmony in the make-up. Popularity will be a result of this charming, harmonious self-expression.
Unrest, tension, and provoking behavior are the result of Saturn/Uranus.

Sun opposing Saturn/Uranus
Sun: Basic Self Expression
Saturn: Discipline
Uranus: Sudden

The basic self-expression will carry unrest and tension. Sun opposing Saturn will indicate dealing with older men, sometimes very oppressive individuals. Saturn represents age and oppression. The opposition indicates the type of individuals the chart will have to deal with in order to build the character.

Venus opposing Saturn/Uranus
Venus: love
Saturn: Discipline - Separate or Stabilize
Uranus: Sudden

Sun opposing Uranus will give you the revolutionary, individualistic type of person. You see these qualities in the make-up of The Flying Bank Robber plus this type of individual will enter his life at various times.

Here you obviously see love’s separation or tension. This proved quite true. The man’s love life was quite stormy and unsettled with many separations.